
 

 

 1. India Discrimination Report 
Topic:  Reports and Indices 

 
In News: The Oxfam India's 'India Discrimination Report 2022' was released recently. 

More on the Topic: 

 Gender discrimination is the reason for 98 per cent of employment gap between males 
and females in India. 

 In India despite their same educational qualification and work experience as men will 
be discriminated in the labour market due to societal and employers' prejudices. 

 Self-employed males earn 2.5 times more than females, 83 per cent of which is 
attributed to gender-based discrimination and 95 per cent of the gap between the 
earnings of male and female casual wage workers is due to discrimination. 

 Lower wages for salaried women are due to discrimination (67%) and lack of education 
and work experience (33%). 

 Self-employed SC/STs earn Rs 5,000 less than non-SC/STs and discrimination accounts 
for 41% of this gap.  

 Female casual workers earn about Rs 3,000 less than their male counterparts. 
Recommendations: 

 The government should actively enforce effective measures for the protection and 
right to equal wages and work for all women.  

 The Government of India should also incentivise the participation of women in 
workforce, including enhancement in pay, upskilling, job reservations and easy return-
to-work options after maternity. 

 Government should implement “living wages” as opposed to minimum wages, 
particularly for all informal workers, and formalise contractual, temporary, and casual 
labour as much as possible. 

 There should be efforts from various stake holders to ensure a more equitable 
distribution of household work and childcare duties between women and men. 

Source: Indian Express      
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 2. The Eastern Economic Forum and India’s balancing Act 
Topic: International Relations 

 
In News: The Russia hosted the seventh Eastern Economic Forum (EEF) recently. 

More on the Topic: 

 The four-day forum is a platform for entrepreneurs to expand their businesses into 
Russia’s Far East (RFE). 

 This year, the Forum aimed at connecting the Far East with the Asia Pacific region. China 
is the biggest investor in the region as it sees potential in promoting the Chinese Belt 
and Road Initiative and the Polar Sea Route in the RFE. 

About EEF: 

 The EEF was established in 2015 to encourage foreign investments in the RFE. The EEF 
displays the economic potential, suitable business conditions and investment 
opportunities in the region. 

 The primary objective of the EEF is to increase the Foreign Direct Investments in the 
RFE.  

 The region encompasses one-third of Russia’s territory and is rich with natural 
resources such as fish, oil, natural gas, wood, diamonds and other minerals.  

 The sparse population living in the region is another factor for encouraging people to 
move and work in the Far East. 

India’s Interest In the region: 

 India is keen in cooperation in energy, pharmaceuticals, maritime connectivity, 
healthcare, tourism, diamond industry, Arctic region etc. 

 In 2019, India also offered a $1 billion line of credit to develop infrastructure in the 
region. 

India’s Balancing Diplomacy: 



 

 

 The U.S.-led Indo-Pacific Economic Framework for Prosperity (IPEF) and the EEF are 
incomparable based on its geographic coverage and the partnership with the host-
countries.  

 IPEF was announced in 2021 to set regional standards for cooperation and to 
encourage regional economies to “decouple” from the Chinese market by leading 
them to alternative supply chains 

 India has vested interests in both the forums and has worked towards balancing its 
involvement. India has not shied away from investing in the Russia-initiated EEF despite 
the current international conditions. 

 The country understands the benefits of being involved in the development in the RFE 
but it also perceives the IPEF as a vital platform to strengthen its presence in the Indo-
Pacific region.  

 The IPEF also presents an ideal opportunity for India to act in the region, without being 
part of the China-led Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership or other regional 
grouping like the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific 
Partnership. 

 IPEF will help in disengaging from supply chains that are dependent on China and will 
also make it a part of the global supply chain network. 

Source: Hindu 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. Qutb Shahi Tombs Complex

Topic: Art and Culture 

 

In News: Six walls of Qutb Shahi Tombs Complex in Hyderabad have been restored recently. 

More on the Topic: 

 The restored heritage site will help make a strong case for Unesco World Heritage City.  

 The restored medieval wells include the 16.5 metre deep (about five storeys) 3.5 million 
litre capacity Badi Baoli and an equally massive stepwell near Jamshed Quli’s tomb as 
well as the 4.7 million litre capacity Hammam Baoli. 

Qutb Shahi Tombs: 



 

 

 The tombs of Qutb Shahis are a mausoleum complex, a royal necropolis (cemetery) 
which comprises the tombs of the Royal family and the officials who faithfully served 
them and also mortuary bath and mosques. 

 The complex consists of 30 tombs, mosques and a mortuary bath. The Qutb Shahi tombs 
collectively constitute an outstanding example of an Indo-Muslim dynastic necropolis 
and is the most extensive and best epigraphically documented in all of India. 

 The tombs are graceful structures with intricately carved stonework. The tombs display 
a distinctive style, a mixture of Persian, Pathan and Hindu forms. 

 The Qutb Shahi tombs complex dating back to 15th century has numerous tombs, 
funerary mosques, wells and manicured gardens. 

 They are located close to the famous Golconda Fort in Hyderabad, India.  

 They contain the tombs and mosques built by the various kings of the Qutub Shahi 
dynasty. 

About Qutub Shahi Dynasty: 

 Quṭb Shāhī dynasty, (1518–1687), rulers of the kingdom of Golconda in the 
southeastern Deccan of India, one of the five successor states of the Bahmanī kingdom. 
The founder was Qulī Quṭb Shah. 

Source: Hindu 

4.Revisions in Schedule Tribes (STs) lists 

 Topic: Polity and Governance 

 

 In News: The Union cabinet has approved the inclusion of several communities in the Schedule 

Tribes list of the Constitution across 4 states, as part of the Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) 

Order (Amendment) Bill 2022. 

More on the Topic:  

 The change includes granting tribal status to  

 The Hatti community living in the Trans-Giri region of Himachal Pradesh 

 Narikoravan and Kurivikkaran hill tribes of Tamil Nadu  



 

 

 Binjhia in Chhattisgarh 
More about the communities: 

 The Hattis are a close-knit community who got their name from their tradition of selling 
homegrown vegetables, crops, meat and wool etc. at small markets called ‘haat’ in 
towns. 

 The Hattis are governed by a traditional council called Khumbli. 

 Narikoravan (jackal catchers) and Kuruvikaras (bird eaters) are nomadic tribal 
communities. 

 Binjhia, ethnic group found in Odisha and Jharkhand, have rich heritage of tradition and 
culture. 

Source: Indian Express 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Global Environment Facility (GEF) Small Grants Programme 

Topic: Environment and Ecology 

 
In News: MoEFCC, UNDP & TERI came together to launch GEF Small Grants Programme. 

More on the Topic: 

 The Global Environment Facility Small Grants Programme provides financial and 
technical support to projects that conserve and restore the environment while 
enhancing the lives of local communities.  

 This year marks the seventh operational phase of this programme and is jointly 
implemented by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, the United 
Nations Development Programme and The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI).   

 It was launched in 1992 during Rio Earth Summit. It works closely with and 
complements other GEF projects and programs, supporting 136 countries and funds 
grants up to $50,000. 

Source: Down to Earth 
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 6. Sea Cucumbers 

Topic: Environment and Ecology 

 
In News: Sea cucumbers were the most frequently trafficked marine species in India between 

2015 and 2021. 

More on the Topic: 

 The researchers found that 64,172 kilograms plus 988 individuals (unweighted) of sea 
cucumbers were seized by enforcement agencies in Tamil Nadu, Lakshadweep Islands 
and the Andaman Islands. 

 Sea cucumbers are marine invertebrates that live on the seafloor found generally in 
tropical regions.  

 This class falls under the Echinodermata phylum, which also includes many other well-
known marine invertebrates, such as sea stars, sea urchins and sand dollars. 

 They are an integral part of the coral ecosystem as one of the main by-products of the 
sea cucumbers digestion of sand is calcium carbonate and this is essential for the 
survival of the coral reefs. 

 They act like garbage collectors of the ocean world, and they recycle nutrients, thus 
playing an important role in keeping coral reefs in good condition. 

 IUCN Red List: Brown Sea Cucumber (Endangered), Blackspotted Sea Cucumber (Least 
Concern), Blue Sea Cucumber (Data Deficient), etc. 

 Wildlife Protection Act, 1972: Schedule I 

 

Source: Down to Earth 

 7. Manasbal Lake 

Topic: Places in News 



 

 

 
In News: The Indian Navy has revived its training area at the Manasbal lake in Jammu and 

Kashmir's Ganderbal district, 33 years after it was closed following the eruption of terrorism in 

the erstwhile state. 

More on the Topic: 

 Manasbal Lake is located in Jhelum valley, north of Srinagar. Lake is also known as 'Bird's 
Paradise'. 

  It is the deepest lake in India.  

 The name Manasbal is said to be a derivative of the Lake Manasarovar. 
Source: Business Standard 

 

 

 

 


